Call for Proposals

The UNC Latina/o Studies Program is calling for unit proposals (to be implemented Spring 2023) from graduate students who will be teaching 105 or 105i this coming Spring 2023 and who have not held a position as an LSP Affiliated Graduate Teaching Fellow in the past year (2021-2022). The LSP will be offering five (5) part-time positions for Fall 2022. DOECL graduate instructors will commit to four (4) hours per week for six (6) weeks to incorporate Latina/o Studies content into their ENGL 105 and 105i courses, paid at $20/hr (for a taxable total of $480). Apply via our website here.

Recipients of these teaching positions will additionally be featured on the LSP’s website as UNC Latina/o Studies Program Affiliated Graduate Teaching Fellows. You can read a bit about our previous winners here.

To qualify, instructors must be DOECL ENGL 105 and/or ENGL 105i graduate instructors but need not be specialists in Latina/o Studies to apply. The Latina/o Studies Program is happy to provide resources, samples, and general support for instructors holding these positions. You can find instructional support for graduate teaching fellows, including current samples of ENGL 105 and ENGL 105i assignments with Latina/o Studies content, at this link.

Because Latina/o/x are so heterogeneous, instructors will have flexibility in how they incorporate Latina/o Studies content into their courses. This means that instructors could combine some of their general expertise and research interests with Latina/o Studies to develop their Latina/o Studies content units and assignments. Though our goal is to continue to educate the broader UNC community about Latina/o/x experiences, histories, and knowledge, we also hope that this Latina/o Studies Teaching Initiative enables DOECL grad instructors the opportunity to expand their own courses, teaching, and professionalization.
Applying

To apply, please fill out our online application at this link by no later than 5PM on Monday, November 14, 2023. The application will ask you to attach a cover letter which addresses the following questions:

- How do you envision incorporating Latina/o Studies content into your course?
- How might you combine your own research interests and expertise with Latina/o Studies to develop your Latina/o Studies unit?
- What unit would you incorporate Latina/o Studies content in and what genre(s) would you assign for that unit—why?
- What dates do you intend to begin and end instruction in this unit?
- What questions do you have about Latina/o Studies?
- What kind of support do you anticipate needing from the LSP?

*Instructors who have already held this position can re-apply if one year has passed since their initial employment as an Affiliated Graduate Teaching Fellow.

Requirements for LSP Affiliated Graduate Teaching Fellows

- **Latina/o Studies Unit**: We ask that instructors incorporate Latina/o Studies content—in which Latina/o/x populations, lived experiences, and cultural productions are the sole focus—into an original unit assignment that they will develop (both feeders & final project).

- **Sharing Original Project**: Instructors are required to share their original unit assignments (feeders & final project) with the UNC Latina/o Studies Program, which will post them to the LSP website as a resource for future instructors. Instructors can choose whether they would like for their assignments to be published with or without their names.

- **Syllabus**: Participants must provide the UNC Latina/o Studies Program (meleena.gill77@unc.edu, deguzman@email.unc.edu, voelkner@live.unc.edu) with a syllabus reflecting their incorporation of Latina/o Studies content into at least one unit by the first day of classes.

- **Assignments**. By the beginning of the unit focusing on Latina/o Studies content, recipients must provide the UNC Latina/o Studies Program with a handout of the assignment sequence.

- **Check-ins**: The Latina/o Studies Program will check in with instructors two times during the semester to hear about the instructor’s and students’ experiences with Latina/o Studies content. One check-in will occur during the weeks of the unit focusing on Latina/o Studies content and the second one toward the end of the semester when instructors can reflect on their experiences teaching a unit with Latina/o Studies content.
● **LSP Staff Visit:** The Latina/o Studies Program would like to conduct a virtual visit with your class to introduce students to the program and the LTNO minor.

● **Recruiting LTNO Minors & Promoting LSP Events:** Instructors are asked to help us recruit LTNO minors and share LSP events with their students.

Prospective applicants are encouraged to contact us through our [website](#) with any questions about the program or to solicit guidance on developing and/or implementing Latina/o Studies-based unit assignments.